Dear Program Directors and Residents,

I hope this letter finds all of you safe and well in this difficult and trying time. The ACR® AIRP® continues to monitor the coronavirus outbreak and make decisions in the best interests of our attendees, lecturers and staff.

We value and care about your educational experience and believe strongly in the importance of Radiologic-Pathology correlation. We want to assure you that the ACR AIRP Radiologic-Pathology Correlation Course scheduled for July/August 2020 time frame will occur. After careful consideration of the current environment and contemplating projections for the disease course, we recognize the need to adapt our delivery of the resident educational content for the July/August 2020 course. As a short-term solution to ensure the viability of the course during these trying times, we are actively and thoughtfully working on an online version of the ACR AIRP Radiologic-Pathology course. Course registration for the July/August 2020 ACR AIRP Radiologic-Pathology Correlation Course is open at this time and we will keep you advised as to the specifics of the program and platform as they are finalized. In addition, all previously published course dates for the 2020–2021 academic year will be adhered to, as listed on our website.

We particularly want to reach out and apologize to those attendees displaced from the cancelled March/April course and assure you that we have maintained availability for you in a future course of your choosing.

We thank you in advance for your patience and understanding as we carefully proceed in this new living, learning and teaching environment.

Stay safe and be well!

With Kind Regards,
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